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1. Purpose of the document 
 
1.1 This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been produced to add 

detail, clarification and guidance to certain policies in the adopted Allerdale 
Local Plan which will influence progress within Workington Town Centre.   

 
1.2 The SPD will provide a framework to guide development in the town centre 

which will promote regeneration, encourage investment into the area and 
facilitate positive change. It will be used to ensure that developments that 
come forward in the town centre contribute to the vision and objectives for the 
town centre which are set out in this document. It also identifies potential new 
uses for the town centre which reflect the changing nature of town centres 
and the move away from a dominant retail focus.  

 
1.3 The SPD should not be read or used in isolation; it has been written to 

complement the Local Plan.  
 
2. Study Area 
 
2.1 The plan below (Figure 1) identifies the Workington Town Centre SPD 

boundary, which corresponds with town centre boundary set out in the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2).  It contains the retail core focused around 
Washington Square, Murray Road and Pow street, and hosts several 
community buildings such as the library, bus station and Carnegie Theatre. 
The boundary includes two conservation areas, and several listed buildings, 
as shown in Figure 2. Several areas are identified for development and 
investment, details of which are included in Section 12. 

 
 

Figure 1: Workington Town Centre Boundary 
 



3. Relationship to National Planning Policy and Guidance 
 
3.1 The current overarching planning policy document for England is the National 

Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The purpose of the planning system is to 
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development through three 
overarching objectives which are interdependent: 

 
 Economic – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy  
 Social – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities  
 Environmental – to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built 

and historic environment 
 
3.2 The NPPF encourages the development of healthy, inclusive and safe places 

which promote social interaction, are safe and accessible and enable and 
support healthy lifestyles. Development should also use opportunities to 
promote the use of sustainable transport through walking, cycling and public 
transport for all of the community, including those with disabilities and reduced 
mobility. Land should be used efficiently and effectively, in a way that makes 
as much use as possible of previously development, or brownfield land.  

 
3.3 The creation of high quality buildings and places is fundamental to what the 

planning and development process should achieve; good design creates 
better places in which to live and work. Local Planning Authorities can use 
Supplementary Planning Documents to clearly identify a design framework for 
creating distinctive places, which can include looking at the function of an 
area, its visual attractiveness (architecture and layout), local context and the 
provision of green and public spaces.  

 
3.4 Chapter 7 of the NPPF focusses on ensuring the vitality of town centres. 

Planning policies are required to support the role of town centres by taking a 
positive approach to their growth, management and adaptation. Further 
guidance can be found in the Planning Practice Guidance for Town Centres 
and Retail1. 

 
3.5 This Guidance reinforces the need for development in the town centre be 

flexible, allowing for adaptation and change as required. In this regard, the 
Guidance encourages a wide range of complementary uses to be located 
within town centres including residential, employment, office, commercial and 
educational, as well as the more traditional retail uses. Evening and night-time 
activities also have the potential to increase economic activity within town 
centres, supporting diversification and offering different services.  

 
3.6 When developing a strategy for development in town centres, plans should 

use evidence to establish the realistic role, function and hierarchy of the town 
centre. A Plan should also identify the vision for the future of the town centre, 
how land can be used more effectively and opportunities for improvements to 
the accessibility and wider quality of the town centre.  

 
1 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ensuring-the-vitality-of-town-centres  



4. Relationship to the Local Plan 
 
4.1 The Allerdale Local Plan is the overarching planning policy document for the 

parts of the district which lie outside the Lake District National Park. The 
current Allerdale Local Plan covers the period 2011-2029 and consists of two 
parts. Part 1 (2014) sets out the strategic and development management 
policies, whilst Part 2 (2020) identifies the land needed to deliver the 
requirements of Part 1, as well as containing additional policies to support 
development. Combined, these two documents: 

 
 guide development within Allerdale; 
 are used by the Council to determine if planning applications can be 

approved; 
 set out the long term future development aims for Allerdale; 
 outline how the required growth will be delivered in the right places across 

Allerdale; and 
 guide how the growth will take into account the needs of Allerdale’s local 

communities.  
 
4.2 Supplementary Planning Documents are produced to provide further detailed 

guidance on policy topics included within a Local Plan. A Supplementary 
Planning Document is not a statutory planning document; it does not form part 
of the Local Plan and it is not subject to Independent Examination. However, it 
has to relate to a policy within the Local Plan; it cannot supercede a Local 
Plan policy or be in conflict with Local Plan or national planning policies. The 
SPD will be a material planning consideration in the determination of planning 
applications for proposals which affect Workington Town Centre. 

 
5. Local Plan Policies and Site Allocations 
 
5.1 There are a number of Local Plan policies which are relevant to Workington 

Town Centre and to the objectives of this SPD: 
 

 Promote and protect Workington’s role as West Cumbria’s principal retail 
and leisure destination (Policies S2, S6a, S16) 

 Enhance town centre vitality and viability through the improvement of 
retail, commercial, cultural and leisure offer, as well as improving the 
quality of the built environment (Policies S2, S6a, S16, DM8, SA46, SA47, 
SA48) 

 Support the delivery of high quality tourist attractions (Policy S2, SA32) 
 Improve communication, including digital connections, with a focus on key 

business locations such as Workington Town Centre (Policies S2, S6a, 
SA33) 

 Promote sustainable, well designed, safe and accessible places that 
respect the setting and character of the surrounding area (Policy S2) 

 Improvements to the public realm and green infrastructure network will be 
required to increase the attractiveness of the built and natural 
environment, and to promote health, wellbeing and active lifestyles by 



protecting, maintaining and enhancing green infrastructure (Policies S2, 
S16, S24, DM10, SA52) 

 Promote high standards of design that make a positive contribution to the 
local area, including conserving and enhancing designated and non-
designated historic assets (Policies S2, S4, S5, S27, DM14, DM15)  

 Create sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities by providing decent 
homes that meet the needs of households now and in the future (Policies 
S2, S7, SA3, SA5) 

 Minimise the need to travel, promote mixed use developments and 
increase the opportunities to make journeys by foot, cycle or public 
transport (Policies S2, S6a, S16, S21) 

 Encourage and prioritise the effective reuse of previously developed land 
and buildings, or vacant and underused land (Policies S5, S30, DM16) 

 Identify land to meet the evidenced need for retail and leisure development 
within Workington Town Centre (Policy S6a) 

 Provide opportunities for small, independent retailers to avoid the over 
dominance of national brands (Policy DM7) 

 Promote suitable evening economy uses (Policy DM7) 
 
5.2 In addition to the above, Policies SA46, SA47 and SA48 of the Local Plan 

(Part 2) allocate two sites (Central Car Park and Royal British Legion) in 
Workington for main town centre uses and other uses that will support the 
vitality and viability of the town centre. These allocations mean that the sites 
will be protected and delivered for their specific uses in line with planning 
policy. 

 
6. The Council Strategy 2020-2030 
 
6.1      The Council Strategy is the key policy document for the Council providing a 

framework for all Council activity and setting out its ambitions and priority 
objectives. Six priority areas are identified within the strategy, although these 
areas are interrelated and overlap: 

 
 A financially secure Council 
 A cleaner, greener Allerdale 
 Invest to grow 

 Outstanding local services 
 Thriving towns and villages 
 Resilient communities 

 
6.2     Of relevance to Workington Town Centre is: the importance of clean, green 

attractive and welcoming places (for a cleaner, greener Allerdale); the 
potential to use the Council’s asset portfolio to create new and different 
opportunities to support sustainable growth within the town; and to create and 
improve business accommodation so that there are quality places for 
enterprise and business to thrive (invest to grow). 

 
6.3     The strategy recognises the crucial role of towns and villages at the heart of 

local communities (thriving towns and villages). As well as action to improve 
the way places look and feel, the Council seeks to support towns, enabling 
them to adapt to the changing nature of the high street, whilst ensuring that 
there is a sufficient range of quality facilities, shops and services, as well as 



events and activities so that they remain lively and attractive places to visit. 
Supporting business and increasing the number of people living in the town 
centre, through new build, conversion and bringing empty properties back into 
use are also key objectives. It is the intention to take full advantage of all 
funding opportunities, such as the Towns Fund. 

 
 6.4     Town centres also offer opportunities to support the creation of resilient 

communities, contributing to the promotion of healthy, active lifestyles and 
wellbeing by improving accessibility and connectivity for pedestrians and 
cyclists, and providing safe, well-designed and attractive spaces to walk, 
meet, and socialise. 

 
7.  Workington Town Investment Plan 
 
7.1 In September 2019 Workington was invited by the Government to develop 
 proposals for a Town Deal as part of the Towns Fund Initiative. Working with 
 the local community the Workington Town Deal Board developed a shared 
 vision for the town and prepared a Town Investment Plan (TIP) to help deliver 
 the vision.   
 
7.2 The vision seeks for Workington by 2030 to be the hub for all of West  
 Cumbria, building on the town’s assets and overcoming the challenges that 
 have held it back in the past. The Workington TIP sets out the long-term  
 strategy for change to drive sustainable and inclusive long-term economic  
 growth in the town up to 2030, including recovery from the ongoing effects of 
 Covid-19. 
 
7.3  “Workington is a vibrant and well-connected commercial, civic and community 
  hub for West Cumbria, loved by residents and visitors. Its prosperity is being 
 built on a manufacturing renaissance, clean energy and a thriving town  
 centre, powered by its skilled workforce and a dynamic mix of large and small 
 companies. The town offers everyone a wealth of cultural, leisure, sporting 
 and recreational activities. The town centre is home to new residents,  
 businesses and social enterprise, as its attractive natural setting, built  
 heritage and accessibility is increasingly recognised across Cumbria and  
 beyond.  Workington is a safe, healthy, affordable and sustainable community 
 that offers opportunities for all.” 
 
7.4 The strategic framework underpinning the vision identifies a series of long- 
 term priorities, setting out areas for intervention grouped around four themes: 
 

 Diversifying the economy and clean growth 
 Building an enterprise culture 
 Attracting and developing the workforce 
 Revitalising Workington 

 
Two cross-cutting themes were also identified to ensure that all future 
investment is geared towards long term sustainable and inclusive economic 
growth: 

 



 Promoting Workington and  
 Delivering Inclusive Growth  

 
7.5 Six priority projects have been identified by the board for immediate 

investment within the Plan, the majority of which are located within or adjacent 
to the town centre. The projects include improvements to the public realm and 
cycling and walking connectivity, the development of an Innovation Centre on 
Central Car Park, redevelopment of the Opera House site and a Workington 
Sports Village. The Workington Town Investment Plan bid was submitted to 
Government in October 2020 and if successful would result in £25 million 
investment in the town. 

 
8. Town Centre at Present 
 
8.1 Workington is the principal retail and commercial centre within Allerdale and 

West Cumbria, hosting a range of national retailers, services and facilities that 
serve a wide catchment area. This is particularly significant given the 
relatively rural nature of West Cumbria and emphasises the importance of 
ensuring that there is a principal commercial centre within the region which 
provides the range of operators and services residents need.  

 
8.2 Bounded by the River Derwent Valley corridor to the north, the town centre 

encompasses a largely pedestrianised modern retail core, and more historic 
parts of the town including Brow Top and Portland Square Conservation 
Areas. The primary shopping area is centred on Washington Square, Pow 
Street and Murray Road with bars and restaurants focused around Wilson 
Street and Market Place, severed from the rest of the town centre by 
Washington Street (A596). The town centre includes the bus station, library, 
Carnegie Theatre and Theatre Royal in addition to elements of terraced 
housing; it also accommodates a number of listed and other notable buildings. 
The hospital, parks, community hub and leisure facilities are all situated close 
by.  

 
8.3 In terms of flood risk, the majority of the town centre lies within flood zone 1.  

However, lower lying land at Coopers Walk and Ladies Walk Brewery is 
vulnerable to flooding from Soapery Beck and the River Derwent, exacerbated 
by its tidal nature.  There are also surface water drainage issues on Central 
Way beneath Oxford Street in times of heavy rain. There is the potential to 
reduce surface water run-off and increase flood resilience in the town through 
the design of public realm improvement schemes, and the incorporation of 
sustainable drainage features in all new development. 

 
8.4 Workington is a compact town well served by public transport, and the town 

centre lies within easy walking distance of neighbouring residential areas and 
amenities within the Derwent Valley and Curwen Park. The bus station and 
taxi rank occupy a central location, and the railway station lies a short 
distance to the west.   

 
8.5 Opportunities exist to encourage walking and additional journeys on foot, and 

increase  town centre footfall by building on the above attributes and 



connections with public realm and wayfinding improvements, the development 
of green infrastructure, and addressing the local road network which serves 
as a barrier to pedestrian connectivity in key locations. 

 
8.6 As a town, Workington is well provided by large format convenience stores 

that meet main and top-up food shopping needs. However, these stores are 
not within the town centre, where the convenience food shopping offer is 
limited. The town centre would benefit from some form of additional food retail 
floorspace to boost choice and accessibility for the population living nearby, 
and especially for those without a car.  Town Centre viability and vitality can 
be boosted with customers undertaking linked trips. 

 
8.7 In addition to the out of centre convenience shopping, the town centre also 

faces competition from out of centre non-food retail floorspace at Dunmail 
Park and Derwent Drive; in combination these factors attract footfall and 
expenditure away from the town centre. 

 
8.8 The town centre has performed well as a non-food retail and commercial 

destination prior to the pandemic, despite challenges from online shopping 
and out of town competition. The effects of the pandemic are ongoing, and 
although the long term impacts are yet to be determined, ‘lockdown’ has 
accelerated changing trends towards online shopping.  Vacancies in the main 
shopping core are now materialising following the collapse of several national 
retailers. It is necessary to build on Workington’s strong service offer, and 
encourage residents and visitors back into an attractive, safe and revitalised 
town centre environment, diversified with a range of cultural, leisure, 
community, commercial and potentially residential uses, repurposing existing 
vacant buildings as a priority. A flexible approach is needed, and on the 
peripheries of the town centre, for example Oxford Street, where there are a 
number of longer term vacant units, conversion to non-commercial uses might 
be the most suitable approach.  

 
8.9 The reduction in the office-based workforce has led to a consequent reduction 

in demand for ‘high street’ amenities, although there is some evidence 
suggesting home workers are more likely to support their own local high 
streets/town centres. There is however the potential to capitalise on 
requirements for new styles of workspace accommodation, including through 
the conversion of existing vacant buildings, a strategy supported with changes 
to planning legislation. 

 
8.10 The recent construction of the leisure centre just outside the town centre 

represented a large investment for the Council, and there are further plans for 
leisure development within the Derwent Valley. In strengthening links with this 
part of the town, the Council hopes to support the town centre as retail habits 
change, building on and expanding the leisure economy. Key opportunity sites 
have been identified for new development within the town centre, and it 
expected that these will further reinforce and stimulate the economy and 
activity within Workington town centre, ensuring it retains its position and 
function as the principal centre in West Cumbria.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Workington Town Centre 

 



9. A Vision for the Town Centre 
 
9.1 Workington Town Centre will retain its position as West Cumbria’s principal 

retail and leisure destination; welcoming, safe and sociable, providing 
amenities and entertainment for all. Resilient and flexible to change, it will 
offer a secure and healthy home to new residents, businesses and social 
enterprise, as well as supporting a strong, sustainable retail core with an 
expanded evening economy. Workington will host a wealth of cultural, leisure, 
sporting and recreational activities while encouraging innovation and 
entrepreneurship supported by excellent digital infrastructure. Building on its 
heritage and historic assets, the town centre environment will be improved 
through high quality distinctive design, public realm, green open spaces and 
green infrastructure. Accessibility to and within the town will be improved for 
all including pedestrians, cyclists and those using public transport.   

 
10. Strategic Objectives 
 
10.1 The following strategic objectives will contribute to delivering a desirable well-

designed, high quality town centre environment that is attractive to 
businesses, residents and visitors. 

 
Enhancing the shopping, cultural and leisure experience and evening 
economy 

 
 Facilitate the creation of a broader diversity of town centre uses including 

retail, food and drink, leisure and community uses by providing high quality, 
flexible premises and an attractive, safe and accessible environment.  

 Enhance the evening economy by expanding the food and drink offer. 
 Enhance the cultural offer by supporting existing theatres, music venues and 

events, cinemas and gyms, and encouraging appropriate new cultural and 
leisure development. 

 Create diverse activities set in a high quality environment to attract a wide 
range of people at different times of the day. 

 
Creating new economic and employment opportunities 

 
 Create employment opportunities through a strengthened retail, leisure and 

cultural sector. 
 Support the growth of entrepreneurship and start-up businesses by providing 

flexible office and ‘touch down space’ through new development or re-
purposing empty premises. 

 
Establishing a vibrant town centre resident population 

 
 Provide and support opportunities for new homes by developing underutilised 

land and repurposing empty buildings, including surplus floor space above 
shops. 

 Facilitate high quality, safe, affordable and intergenerational homes in areas 
accessible to the town centre 

 



Creating a healthier town 
 

 Create opportunities for people of all ages to be active by creating safe and 
pleasant routes for people to walk, cycle and run. 

 Include open space and public realm in the design of new development or 
remodelling of the town centre spaces that allows people to meet and 
socialise in a safe and well-designed space. 

 
Improving connectivity and accessibility to and within the town 

 
 Improve accessibility into and within the town for pedestrians, cyclists, and 

public transport users by improving connecting routes and crossings, signage 
and street design. 

 Create a town centre that has a high quality digital connection for use by 
residents and businesses. 

 Improve pedestrian and cycling connectivity to key destinations such as 
Curwen Park, the railway station and the Lower Derwent Valley. 

 
Creating an attractive townscape and public realm 

 
 Ensure that new development incorporates a high standard of design to 

reflect and improve on the positive locally-distinctive characteristics and 
qualities of the town centre, including its listed buildings and Conservation 
Areas. 

 Create an attractive town centre with a mix of uses, utilising underused 
spaces, enhancing public realm and creating attractive linkages. 

 Create high quality public realm that is well designed and connected to 
encourage people to stay longer in the town centre. 

 
Enhancing and improving green open spaces and green infrastructure 

 
 Enhance and create a green infrastructure network that embeds the natural 

environment in the town centre, creating an attractive environment that 
supports health and well-being, biodiversity, and recreation as well as helping 
to mitigate the effects of climate change. 

 Improve the quality of existing green space and add new areas as part of the 
public realm and new development. 

 
11. Improving Connectivity 
 
11.1 In seeking improvements to connectivity, gateways and public realm within 

the town, the Council aims to support people-focused public spaces and 
streets that encourage and increase pedestrian and cycle activity, and 
contribute to a thriving, vibrant town centre economy.   

 
11.2 The design of such spaces and connections is expected to be inclusive – the 

creation of accessible routes and places that enable everyone to get around 
and enjoy, including those with mobility, dexterity, sensory and 
communication impairments or learning difficulties. 



 
11.3 Public transport is a key element of sustainable travel; the bus station is well 

positioned to serve the town centre and function as a hub to connect the town 
centre on foot. However, in reflecting the rural nature of the Borough, car 
usage is sometimes the only realistic travel option for many Allerdale 
residents for whom Workington is the key destination for shopping, leisure, 
services and facilities. Those with mobility impairments or other disabilities 
may also rely on private vehicles in order to access the town centre. The 
provision of suitable levels of parking and an appropriate car parking strategy 
must therefore be carefully considered alongside the objectives of increasing 
sustainable transport and encouraging walking and cycling. 

 
Improving Connectivity 

 
11.4 The main vehicular route into Workington from the east is via the A66, which 

terminates at the junction with the A596 at Ramsay Brow. The A596 runs 
through the town from north to south, before linking with the A595 at Lillyhall. 
The A597 runs to the west of the town centre in front of the railway station, 
serving the Derwent Howe and Clay Flatts industrial estates.   

 
11.5 These are the key arterial routes within the town, the effective operation of 

which are crucial to supporting Workington’s port and industries, linking them 
to Lillyhall and beyond. Interventions will be needed to ensure that the road 
network has the capacity to accommodate Workington’s future growth and 
support the town’s economy.  

 
11.6 However, it is equally vital to ensure that connectivity and movement within 

and between the town centre and adjoining areas is maintained and 
enhanced to encourage increased number of journeys on foot or by cycle. 
Improving connections between people and places through the provision of 
well thought out layouts, public realm, streetscapes and landscaping can 
deliver multiple benefits. These include health and wellbeing, contributing to 
Allerdale’s sustainability and low carbon agenda and increasing footfall and 
activity, thus supporting town centre vibrancy and the local economy. It will be 
important to ensure that any road network interventions support opportunities 
to encourage pedestrian and cycle connectivity, and do not contribute to 
further severance and disconnection of the town.  Measures may include the 
installation of smarter pedestrian crossings to avoid lengthy waiting times or 
improvements to pavement layouts. 

 
11.7 Workington town centre has been transformed in the last two decades, with 

the development of Washington Square and pedestrianisation of Pow Street. 
This has been followed more recently by the siting of the new leisure centre 
on The Cloffocks which is close to and easily accessible from the town centre 
and bus station, with improved parking provision. Further development sites 
within the town centre and around Workington have been identified in the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2). As the town expands, the Council seeks to build 
on the positive qualities of the town centre, promoting sustainable transport 
options and improved accessibility on foot and by cycle. The provision of 



suitable car parking arrangements and an efficient road network is also 
important.  

 
11.8 Recent transport associated development with these objectives in mind 

include: 
 

 Workington Railway Transport Hub – designed to encourage people to 
travel by train, ease traffic congestion and improve access to Workington 
Railway Station. The hub includes free car parking, a drop off area and 
cycle facilities and public realm improvements. The increased parking 
capacity and improved accessibility helps support local businesses and 
stimulate the local economy, and the hub has transformed this part of 
Workington, creating an appropriate gateway into the town. 

 Improvements to Brow Top car park – improvements undertaken have 
included resurfacing, new footways, additional disabled car parking bays, 
and a bus drop off area, improving accessibility for all. 

 Workington multi-storey car park – the Council took over responsibility for 
running the multi-storey car park which is in an ideal location for those 
visiting and working in the town. Discounted parking has been introduced 
to help those staying all day during the week, making it as easy as 
possible for visitors to access the town centre. 

 
11.9 As the town grows and development sites come forward, it is essential that 

they are accessible and enhance pedestrian and cycle connections with the 
town centre and their surroundings, building on existing projects that 
encourage sustainable travel.  

 
11.10 The Council seeks to: 
 

 Promote pedestrian, cycling and public transport accessibility, facilitate links 
with public transport nodes and hubs and support Cumbria County Council’s 
‘Active Travel’ initiative; 

 Maintain an efficient road network with improved access to town centre 
carparks for shoppers and visitors, utilising a carparking strategy that 
maximises town centre vitality and viability, and supports the night-time 
economy; 

 Facilitate the expansion of the Town Centre and enable it to grow. 
 
11.11 Potential transport associated schemes associated with growth include: 
 

 Ramsay Brow – the A66/A596 junction requires reconfiguration to facilitate 
the free movement of large vehicles serving the port and commercial and 
industrial premises in the town. Works to Washington Street and 
associated junctions are also needed as the level of traffic increases in 
response to increases in growth and population. Washington Street 
already represents a well-defined barrier to the free movement of 
pedestrians and cyclists seeking to access the town Centre from the east, 
and for visitors from the town centre to Curwen Park and restaurants and 
Bars located in Portland Square Conservation Area.  Any proposed 
scheme will need careful design to ensure that this severance effect is 



addressed, and that connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists is enhanced 
as part of the works. 

 Central Way underpass – working with partners the Council is committed 
to upgrading Central Way underpass to improve pedestrian and cycle 
connectivity between the town centre and the leisure centre, Brow Top car 
park and routes to Workington Stadia and the Derwent Valley. The 
scheme will provide an attractive gateway to the town centre, improve 
safety and encourage walking and cycling, with the potential to contribute 
to increased town centre footfall. 

 Connectivity to Workington Transport Hub – Workington Railway Station 
lies to the west of the Town Centre, along Oxford Street and Station Road. 
There is the potential to improve pedestrian and cycle links along this 
route to secure further benefits from the transport hub and increased use 
of this sustainable means of transport. Although it is a relatively short 
distance on foot, the proximity and direction of the town centre or bus 
station and taxi rank is not clear to visitors arriving by train.  There is scope 
to establish appropriate waymarking and increase the attractiveness of this 
route.   

 Upgrade to Cumbria Coastal Rail Line – Cumbria County Council is 
pursuing the business case to upgrade the railway line and improve 
passenger services and boost capacity. 

 
11.12 All available funding sources will be pursued in support of these schemes.  
 

New links and Walking/Cycling Routes 
 
11.13 Ensuring that Workington town centre is well connected with its surroundings 

on foot and by cycle has the potential to increase activity and movement 
within it, contributing to the creation of a more active centre with enhanced 
footfall with the potential of accruing economic benefits, in addition to 
supporting health and wellbeing, and contributing to net zero greenhouse gas 
emissions.   

 
11.14 Workington is a compact town, and a significant amount of residential 

property lies within walking and cycling distance of the town centre; the bus 
station serving outlying areas and estates is also centrally located. 
Workington is fortunate to possess a modern largely pedestrianised hub with 
which to connect. Improving ease of movement and permeability can be 
achieved through creating new links and improved wayfinding and signage, 
increasing the legibility2 of the town and raising the visibility of key attractions 
within it to make it easier to access and move through the town. Routes need 
to be safe, convenient, and attractive with high quality and pleasant 
connections to the key places that people want to go. 

 
11.15 Important key routes to and through Workington Town Centre include the 

following: 

 
2 The ease with which a place can be understood and navigated. Highly legible places have obvious 
routes and are easy to pass through; it is easy to find your way around.  A legible area is usually one 
with a strong sense of local identity. 



 
 Ladies Walk from Curwen Park 
 Central Way Underpass connecting routes from the north and the Derwent 

Valley to the town centre, and to communities in the south of the town via 
central way and National Cycle Route 71.   

 Ramsay Brow, Pow Street, Risman Place, and Jane Street provide access 
to the town centre for communities from the east of the town, with 
Washington Street acting as a barrier. Similarly, Washington Street severs 
Washington Square from Wilson Street and the bars, restaurants, and 
services located around that part of the Conservation Area 

 Communities to the south have to traverse Jane Street or Oxford Street to 
reach the primary shopping area or Murray Road 

 The non-pedestrianised Murray Road is a primary shopping street 
accommodating the bus station and taxi rank 

 Oxford Street and Station Road connect the town centre with the Railway 
Station 

 Finkle Street is a key route linking the Town Centre with the Carnegie 
Theatre 

 
11.16 These routes all offer the opportunity to increase ‘active travel’ through better 

signage and waymarking, improvements to public realm and green 
infrastructure, linking the town centre to its surroundings, new development 
sites, and existing green infrastructure assets such as: 

 
 Curwen Park; 
 The Derwent Valley; 
 Vulcans Park;  
 St Michael’s Churchyard 

 
11.17 It is expected that the allocated development sites identified and other 

development proposals within the town centre and along these routes will 
contribute positively to movement and connectivity within the town. This could 
be done through the provision of new linkages, green infrastructure, 
contributions to waymarking, or through careful design and the orientation of 
buildings to maximise opportunities to access routes.  

 
11.18 Proposals should ensure ease of access for all around the development itself, 

and permeability across and to existing development. It will be expected that 
appropriate facilities for cycle parking commensurate with the scale of 
development and standards set out in the Cumbria Development Design 
Guide3 are provided.  

 
11.19 Weak pedestrian and cycle links exist to some parts of the town, for example 

routes to the Quayside, industrial estates, and stadia via the gyratory road 
network.  The long term aim is to promote improvements to existing links to 
create a more legible and walkable town, and upgrade and develop the 
strategic cycle network, enabling residents and visitors to undertake more and 

 
3 Cumbria County Council (2017) Cumbria Development Design Guide Appendix 1 
https://cumbria.gov.uk/planning-environment/flooding/cumbriadevelopmentdesignguide.asp  



safer trips by bike to the town centre, employment, training and educational 
facilities and/or for leisure. 

 
11.20 The Council will work closely with partners, supporting and promoting projects 

that will increase sustainable transport options, and those identified In the 
Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans which will be prepared by 
Cumbria County Council. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12. Environment 
 

Public Realm and Green Space 
 
12.1 Public realm is the streets and spaces between buildings, and well-designed 

public realm is vital to support the town’s economy and civic pride. A well-
connected network of streets and spaces with well-designed focal points at 
key locations has the potential to boost connectivity, activity and footfall, 
improving the pedestrian experience and providing an attractive environment 
in which people want to spend time, thereby encouraging and supporting local 
businesses and investment. 

 

 
Figure 3: Connectivity map 

 



12.2 The town centre redevelopment provided well-designed urban spaces and 
public realm in the primary shopping area, incorporating seating and public 
art. These include the lookout clock on Ivison Way, ‘Coastline’ on Washington 
Street and Curwen’s column. ‘The Hub’ that lies at the heart of Washington 
Square is a public performance and meeting space, and when established 
was the world’s first permanent outdoor 3D Soundfield. Other public realm 
improvement schemes have focused on the Portland Square Conservation 
Area and Wilson Street, and around the railway station. The ambiance of the 
town centre public realm is strongly supported during the summer months by 
Workington Town Council’s award winning floral displays.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12.3 The Council seeks to extend and build on these positive attributes to integrate 

the town centre with other parts of the town, improving connectivity along key 
routes and key development sites and enhancing the quality of public realm 
and existing open spaces, potentially through the provision of additional 
landscaping, street trees, open spaces and pocket parks. 

 
12.4 Workington town centre is fortunate to be located close to a wealth of green 

infrastructure and open space along the Derwent Valley and in Curwen Park, 
with Vulcans Park and St Michael’s Churchyard also nearby.  Adjoining 
streets offer views and glimpses of these attractive green spaces.  However, 
not all of the land along the River Derwent is readily accessible, and there is 
very little in the way of green infrastructure in the town centre itself, presenting 
significant opportunities for extending, enhancing and improving linkages to 
the green infrastructure network.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

Image: ‘Coastline’ public art – Washington Square public realm  
© Workington Town Council 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12.5 The value of green and open spaces and trees to health and wellbeing, 

biodiversity and the environment, and in the generation of economic benefits 
is increasingly recognised. Responses to the Covid-19 pandemic have also 
included some businesses extending their enterprises onto pavements and 
into outdoor space where they have not done so previously. Attractive public 
realm and outdoor space is an important factor in their success, and the 
Council seeks to harness the multiple benefits that such spaces can deliver 
and encourage contact with green infrastructure. Landscaping and street 
trees can contribute to defining the spaces between and around buildings and 
boundaries, softening and enhancing the streetscape, encouraging 
biodiversity, and providing shade. 
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12.6 The Cumbria Nature Partnership/Cumbria Wildlife Trust project ‘Get Cumbria 
Buzzing’, seeks to reverse the decline of pollinators across north-west 
Cumbria. Supported by the Council works have included wildflower planting 
on sites within the town in conjunction with Workington Nature Partnership 
and volunteers; plans to improve wildflower habitat on land adjoining Brow 
Top are scheduled. The design of new green infrastructure within the town 
centre and as part of new development could contribute positively to this 
project or harnessed to support biodiversity in other ways. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
   
12.7 The Council is committed to public realm improvements associated with 

upgrades to Central Way underpass, and new development schemes will also 
be expected to incorporate improved public realm and green 
infrastructure/landscaping to strengthen links across the town. Interventions 
can range from simple decluttering and improved planting and wayfinding 
provision, to high quality paving, lighting, public art and landscaping.  
Consideration could also be given to covered pedestrian areas in public realm 
schemes, in order to provide protection from the elements.   

 
12.8 Policy DM10 of the ALPP1 relates specifically to public realm, reinforcing the 

need for inclusive design, avoiding clutter and ensuring that pedestrian 
thoroughfares are not obstructed or cause a hazard to people with mobility or 
visual impairments. 

 
12.9 The financing of maintenance is also a crucial factor requiring attention; long 

term management schemes for public realm and landscaped areas is 

Images: Clockwise from top left. Workington Nature Partnership volunteers working on Brow Top 
carpark. Brow Top car park.  Carder Bee. Wildflowers near Workington railway station. 
All © Susan Cammish, Workington Nature Partnership. 



necessary to ensure that they remain relevant, safe and attractive, and 
continue to fulfil a positive function within the town centre. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12.10 Areas where public realm improvements would be of significant benefit are: 
 

 Murray Road and the link between Murray Road and Central Way, Upton 
Street:  Murray Road is a key shopping street housing the bus station and 
taxi rank providing access into the town centre.  Upton Street is the 
connection between Murray Road and the pedestrianised Washington 
Square. 

 Station Road/Oxford Street/Jane Street, and junctions with Vulcans Lane, 
Steelmans Walk and Central Square, and Washington Street:  Represents 
the main route towards the town centre from the railway station and the 
west of the town, and key connecting junctions along it.  It also joins the 
main A596 which separates Portland Square Conservation Area from 
Washington Square 

 Finkle Street:  Traditional street accommodating the town’s Carnegie 
Theatre which runs from the west of the town to a key focal point in the 
town centre.  The northern side of the street lies within Brow Top 
Conservation Area.   

 Ladies Walk/Tiffin Lane/Udale Road:  Historical pedestrian route linking 
Curwen Hall and Curwen Park with the town centre, and the adjoining 
highway at key entrance to the town.  

Images from top clockwise:  
 
Tree Grill without a tree, 
concreted over, and 
remnant stump to rear of 
photo presents trip hazard.   
 
Attractive Sign but lettering 
unclear. 
 
Tourist Information Sign   
 



 Market Place:  Town Centre focal point within Portland Square 
Conservation Area. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Images: Murray Road and Upton Street 
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Gateway Enhancements 
 

12.11 ‘Gateways’ exist at the main entry points into a town centre and can help to 
define its extent. They have the ability to create a sense of arrival, promote a 
positive impression of the town and aid the ease with which people move 
around, understand and navigate the town centre, a concept encompassed in 
the term ‘legibility’. Appropriately scaled buildings, open space, public art 
features or a combination of these are potentially suitable means of marking 
gateways, and some of these techniques have been employed within the 
Washington Square development. With their capacity to raise the perception 
of Workington Town Centre, gateways can make an important contribution to 
the achievement of the town centre vision. Building on existing high quality 
gateway features, the Council encourages and supports all opportunities for 
their improvement, and the incorporation and establishment of new gateway 
features in new development where needed  

  
12.12 By car, the route into Workington town centre from Ramsay Brow to the east 

is attractive, enclosed by the historic Curwen Park to the north and Portland 
Square Conservation Area to the south. With the HSBC Bank building, 
Curwen’s Column and the main shopping centre visible straight ahead to the 
west, there is a clear sense of town centre arrival at the Ramsay Brow 
Junction. It will be important to ensure that any junction improvement works 
undertaken reinforce and enhance this key gateway; there is also the potential 
to boost the sense of a gateway when approaching the junction from the north 
by road or on foot. 

 
12.13 Arriving from the west via the High Street and the A596, the Grade 2* listed St 

John’s Church represents a significant landmark feature at the entrance to the 
town centre. One of the development sites identified in Section 12 lies 
adjacent to St John’s Church and has the capacity to improve the appearance 
of this busy junction, and support and strengthen the gateway function of St 
John’s. 

 
12.14 Works have transformed the public realm outside the railway station, another 

important gateway into the town. The town centre is a short walk away along 
Station Road and Oxford Street (discussed in the section on Connectivity), but 
there is little to herald the town centre entrance at the junction of Murray 
Road/Oxford Street and Vulcans Lane to the visitor. There is scope for new 
development and or public realm improvement works in this location that 
would help address this deficiency. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image: Arriving at the town centre from the railway station 
 



12.15 The entrance into Workington from the north over the River Derwent via 
Northside Bridge offers views of the football stadia, Council Offices, hotel and 
supermarket, with the Grade 2* listed St Michael’s Church occupying an 
elevated position. The roundabout represents a key node in this part of the 
town, and the Council is encouraging movement into the town centre via this 
route, using Brow Top car park and Central Way underpass. With key 
buildings orientated with their backs to the highway, and routes to the town 
centre unclear, further efforts will be needed in this location to improve 
legibility, and connectivity. There is a need for some form of gateway function 
in the vicinity, and with long terms plans for the redevelopment of the Derwent 
Valley, there is the potential to realise this. 

 
12.16 Any landmark features proposed will need to be appropriate to its context. In 

some circumstances a landmark may be a tall building, but this is not 
necessarily an appropriate approach in Workington, where existing landmarks 
may be distinctive due to their architecture or detailing. In areas where a 
landmark building, structure or space already exists, the suitability of adding 
further landmark features which would compete with the existing structures 
would need to be carefully considered and justified. 

 
Design/heritage principles 
 

12.17 The adopted Local Plan includes a number of key design principles which 
provide an overarching framework of design requirements for all 
development4. These mirror the objectives of national policy and guidance in 
creating durable, well-designed and well-built places that benefit people and 
communities. The National Design Guide5 outlines and illustrates the 
governments’ priorities for well-designed places in the form of 10 
characteristics, and it is expected that regard will be given to this guidance 
and local planning policies in the formulation of any town centre development 
proposals. 

 
12.18 High quality design is of vital importance to achieving the town centre vision in 

creating a place that is desirable and enjoyable to visit, work and live, 
attracting investment and further activity that will add to its vitality. Design is 
not just about the appearance of a building, although it is essential that 
schemes are visually attractive, and sympathetic to local character and 
history. Design involves careful attention to context, landscape and technical 
and social infrastructure, in addition to the mix of land uses and the lifestyle 
that it encourages. The design of new development is intrinsic to the effective 
use of land to deliver multiple benefits as promoted by the NPPF; for example, 
the incorporation of features beneficial to wildlife, or to health and wellbeing 
through the principles of active design6. New development should contribute 

 
4 Policies S4, DM14 of the ALPP1 https://www-cloudfront.allerdale.gov.uk/media/filer_public/75/ab/75ab8862-bdee-4f3d-850d-
2735286da5c1/adopted_allerdale_local_plan_part_1_-_final_version_151014.pdf  
5 National Design Guide MHCLG 2019 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/843468/National_Design_Gu
ide.pdf  
6 Sport England (2015) Active Design 



to Workington’s identity and a strong sense of place that is locally distinctive 
and welcoming, in addition to being safe, accessible and inclusive.   

 
12.19 Workington Town Centre exhibits a variety of architectural styles, mixed 

development and character areas.   
 
12.20 The central retail core is characterised by modern buildings that encompass 

the contemporary yet distinctive Washington Square development. This 
adjoins historic parts of the town along Brow Top to the north and Portland 
Square to the west, both of which are Conservation Areas. The historic 
buildings within them contribute strongly to their character, and the design of 
new development will need to be particularly sensitive to these heritage 
assets and existing local vernacular. Careful attention will need to be given to 
the existing context including roofscape, detailing and proportions of new 
development, and the use of high quality building materials.   

 
12.21 Brow Top Conservation Area has buildings of great character which face 

north overlooking a lower plateau towards the river. These mainly 18th and 
19th Century buildings range from classical villas to smaller terraced 
properties and includes the former brewery. The south facing properties to the 
rear form the north side of Finkle Street within the primary shopping area, 
dominated by their ground floor shop frontages.   

12.22 To the east of the town centre Portland Square Conservation Area consists of 
an area of Georgian town houses set out in a grid around the cobbled 
Portland Square. Although much of this conservation area is residential in 
character, a number of bars, takeaways and restaurants and other businesses 
are accommodated on Washington Street/Wilson Street and around Market 
Place. 

 
12.23 It is the intention of the Council to prepare Conservation Area Appraisals for 

all of the conservation areas in Workington, which will help define what is 
important about their individual character and appearance and identify their 
important characteristics. These are factors that influence the design of 
development proposals within the conservation areas and their settings, 
ensuring that their historical context is appropriately considered. The 
appraisals will provide further clarity to developers on development 
considerations within the conservation areas. 

 
12.24 To the south and immediate west the town centre exhibits a less distinctive 

character, hosting a mix of more ordinary retail units and businesses, and 
residential properties in the form of terraced dwellings. This area includes 
Central car park that has been identified for development in Section 12, where 
there is the potential for new development to complement and enhance the 
existing townscape, with the incorporation of sensitive contemporary 
architecture.   

 
12.25 There are a number of distinctive buildings within the town centre from which 

inspiration can be taken, and the views and settings of which are important to 
maintain and/or enhance. Some of these are listed or lie within the 



conservation areas, for example: St John’s Church; the Carnegie Theatre; the 
former brewery; the Trades Hall; and the Theatre Royal. Other notable and 
distinctive town centre buildings that make a positive contribution to 
Workington include the HSBC Bank, the former Trinity Methodist Church 
Tower, the Henry Bessemer public house (former cinema) and Workington 
Bus Station, England’s first purpose-built covered bus station constructed in 
1926.  

 
12.26 Buildings identified as positively contributing to the character of Workington 

should be protected; refurbishment works are encouraged, and the Council is 
particularly supportive of schemes that bring vacant buildings back into use 
and that enhance their appearance and long-term viability.  

 
12.27 The Council expects all new development proposals to build on the positive 

features and attributes of the existing Workington townscape, and take 
opportunities to raise the standards of design in those areas that may be less 
attractive, unsympathetic or function less well. Development is expected to 
respond to the local character of the different character zones of the town 
centre, with their varying levels of townscape sensitivity. Whilst it is important 
to maintain scale and character, architectural diversity is encouraged, where 
appropriate. 

12.28 The development sites identified in Section 12 outline some design 
considerations, although these are not prescriptive; early engagement with 
the LPA is encouraged. As development opportunities come forward it is 
expected that they will contribute to achieving the town centre objectives. 
Some developments will have a greater opportunity than others to affect 
areas wider than their own footprint. 

12.29 There are multiple sources of urban design guidance available, much of which 
is referenced in the National Design Guide (e.g. the Urban Design 
Compendium and Manual for Streets). Whilst the general principles set out 
below contain some generic advice, they are not intended to replace the 
above guidance, but highlight and summarise specific areas of particular 
relevance to Workington town centre. 

 
General Design Principles 
 
1. Townscape 

 
12.30 Town centre development should deliver a high standard of design and 

architectural quality. Proposals should build on the positive features of the 
existing townscape context and give particular consideration to designated 
heritage assets. Development must promote, utilise and enhance existing 
assets, both built and natural, including topography, views, development 
patterns and materials to create a unique sense of place to attract and retain 
residents, businesses, customers, employers and employees, building on 
Workington’s special character. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Conservation Areas and notable buildings within Workington Town Centre 

Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Licence Number 100018832. 



2. Heritage and setting 
 
12.31 Heritage is vitally important to Workington’s identity and uniqueness. The 

character and setting of heritage assets and sensitive locations should be 
preserved and enhanced, and new development should contribute positively 
to the character of the Conservation Areas. Close attention should be paid to 
the form, scale, proportion, mass and materials of new development to ensure 
effective integration between the historic and modern townscapes, and new 
development, or features within it, that assist in the understanding of 
Workington’s history and heritage assets. An example of this is the 
Information boards outlining Workington’s role in the production of steel rails 
installed as part of the railway station redevelopment.  here are less sensitive 
locations within the town centre and at key gateways, where appropriately 
designed new development can contribute positively to the setting, by adding 
to the sense of place and destination. In these situations, innovation and 
creativity can be supported where the design is influenced by improved 
environmental performance and where such development is an exemplar of 
good architecture and design.  

 
3. Active Frontages 

 
12.32 Ensure that development adds active frontages wherever possible to maintain 

interesting streetscapes and increase vitality. The way buildings and 
associated parking areas relate to the street has an effect upon townscape 
quality, safety, security and vitality. New buildings of all types should be 
designed with active frontages incorporating doors and windows facing public 
streets, routes and spaces. In key locations along major pedestrian routes the 
ground floor of buildings should contain commercial, community or cultural 
uses. Blank walls and unattractive boundary treatments such as close-
boarded fences should be avoided. Parking areas should be concealed by 
development to avoid dead frontage, or carefully integrated into the street 
scene. Active frontages encourage pedestrian activity, bringing potential 
economic opportunities and providing natural surveillance, which improves 
safety and the perception of safety. Mixed use developments can encourage 
active frontages because retail, restaurant and office uses can all provide 
activity at ground level.  

 
4. Building Plot Scale 

 
12.33 Development should seek to create a block structure incorporating public 

frontages with private areas internally, to the rear.  Block sizes will vary 
depending on the scale of the development site, but designs should reflect the 
urban grain in which the block is situated. Dead frontages should be avoided, 
and larger blocks should be developed as a series of plots that are designed 
and articulated to prevent the creation of monolithic buildings. 

 
 
 
 
 



5. Appropriate Building Heights 
 

12.34 Building heights have a significant impact on how a development integrates 
with the established townscape and contributes to the character of the place. 
Customary building heights will be expected in the conservation areas, but 
there may be scope for taller buildings elsewhere, or at key gateways. 
Principal considerations will include the effect of any proposed buildings on its 
surroundings and the safeguarding of key views and settings of heritage 
assets.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Architectural Details and issues of external appearance 
 
12.35 The architectural quality and detailing of new development can make a 

significant difference to appearance and integration in the townscape.  New 
buildings should be of the highest design quality and relate to their context 
and townscape role. 

 
12.36 Workington Town Centre exhibits a variety of building materials, although the 

traditional materials are render and Welsh slate, with a more limited use of 
stone on civic buildings and residential properties in the terraced streets that 
adjoin the town centre. A modern dry dash finish has replaced the render on 
many of the residential properties in Workington. Traditional finishes will be 
expected in the Conservation Areas. More recent town centre development 
has employed brick, and other modern construction materials have also been 
used.  With careful consideration such choices may be suitable for use in new 
development in Workington, provided they are suitably applied to complement 
the traditional vernacular. The Council supports the use of locally sourced 
materials wherever possible. 

 
12.37 The backs and roofs of properties, notably commercial premises, need to be 

given special attention, particularly when they are seen from the street.  Care 
is required in terms of the siting of ventilation grilles, air conditioning units and 
other plant and equipment, including telecommunications equipment, in order 
that there is no detrimental effect on the character of the Town Centre. 

 
12.38 In the Primary Shopping Area, proposals for new shop fronts, or alterations to 

existing shop fronts, will be supported providing that they are of a high 
standard of design, are consistent with and enhance the visual appearance of 
the part of the Town Centre in which they are located, create attractive street 
scenes and do not lead to the loss of heritage façades of special architectural 
or historic character. 

 

Image: St Michael’s Church 
 

 



12.39 As demonstrated in the multi-storey car park, and beneath the Oxford Street 
road bridge, good quality lighting schemes can make a positive contribution to 
development, supporting the perception of a welcoming town centre. Buildings 
can be lost after dark and lighting schemes can ensure that landmarks and 
new buildings are as distinctive at night as they are in the daytime. Design 
needs to consider how best to illuminate building façades and other structures 
in terms of colour, coverage and accent, as well as the location of the lighting 
units themselves. Appropriate lighting of the public realm is also a key factor 
in security and ambiance.  Careful design is needed to ensure that the impact 
of light spillage and pollution from artificial light is limited in the wider 
townscape, avoiding harm to local and residential amenity and any nature 
conservation interests.  This is potentially most relevant to development along 
the northern boundary of the town centre, adjacent to the Derwent Valley 
Corridor. 

 
12.40 Development should be designed in such a way as to provide safe and secure 

environments, where possible meeting ‘Secured by Design’ standards. 
Specific security measures need to be considered carefully to ensure that 
they do not involve the introduction of obtrusive features and thereby add to 
the fear of crime. Solid metal shutters and external shutters present a bleak 
and blank appearance to an area when closed, whereas laminated glass and 
alarm systems would be more acceptable). 
 
7. Integration of public art 

 
12.41 The successful integration of art into development is demonstrated in 

Washington Square which incorporates freestanding art works, light works 
and digital technologies. Successful installations require integration from an 
early stage in the development process. Public art works should have local 
relevance and interpretation, and be embedded within the public realm, where 
they are prominent and in the public eye where they are less likely to be 
subject to vandalism. Colin Telfer’s Uppies and Downies Statues that 
celebrate Workington’s unique sporting heritage had to be removed from their 
original location because of vandalism; a suitable new home within the town 
centre is sought. 

 
8. Preserve and exploit important views 

 
12.42 Views in and around Workington contribute to the sense of place and allow 

people to navigate their way around.  Development should open up views of 
important features and key landmarks, and not obscure or detract from them.  
New view corridors through to and from development will be fundamental to 
achieving this aim. 

 
12.43 Glimpsed sequential and terminated views all contribute to the character of 

Workington and should be incorporated in new development. Views of local 
landmarks, particularly those identified in Figure 4 help to give a sense of 
place and should be respected. These are keys landmarks, but it is not a 
comprehensive guide to all important landmarks or views; often buildings of 
modest height can be important and individual assessment will be needed. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

9. Create a varied skyline 
 
12.44 The intricate and varied nature of Workington’s skyline is an important 

element of its character and identity. St John’s Church, St Michael’s Church, 
the former Trinity Church Tower, The Brewery and old Iron Foundry, all make 
a notable contribution to the interesting skyline, and new development should 
contribute positively to this variety, without compromising these important 
landmarks.  This is best achieved through a variety of heights and roof forms, 
whilst ensuring the overall scale of development is appropriate to local 
context. 

 
10. Enhance the quality of and define key gateways into the Town Centre  

 
12.45 See Gateway Enhancements in Chapter 10. 
 

11. Contribute to the public realm and improve permeability and legibility 
 
12.46 See Public Realm in Chapter 10. 
 

  
Image: Views of St John’s 

 

Images: The Brewery from Navvies Bridge.  
Trinity Church Tower viewed from Finkle Street 
 



12.47 “Permeability” or connectivity is the degree to which a place or development 
has a variety of pleasant, convenient and safe routes for people to walk 
through it or access it.  The public realm should present suitable opportunities 
for access, with clear and well-designed routes that are open to the public at 
all times. New development should contribute positively to the urban grain and 
help to make the area ‘legible’, easier to understand and navigate through by 
virtue of its form, layout and external appearance. This links closely with 
“active frontages”.   

 
12.48 Functional landscaping (hard and soft) should be included as part of the 

design and this can form part of the public realm. Historic street patterns 
should be respected and enhanced wherever possible. Development should 
wherever possible contribute to the availability of a choice of safe and 
convenient access points and routes through the site. High-quality, safe and 
pedestrian-friendly streets and spaces encourage walking and cycling 

 
12.49 The Council seeks to improve legibility and movement patterns for all users, 

reconnecting spaces within the centre to adjacent neighbourhoods, and break 
through the perceived barriers of the A596 and A597 wherever possible. 

 
13. Repurposing Empty or Surplus town centre property 
 
13.1 The Council’s planning policies seek to reinforce Workington town centre’s 

role as West Cumbria’s principal commercial, retail and leisure destination, 
promoting its vitality and viability by encouraging a diverse mix of uses in a 
high quality environment, which attract a wide range of people throughout the 
day, and are safe and accessible to all. Flexibility is necessary to enable the 
town centre to respond to changing shopping habits whilst retaining its role as 
the social and cultural heart of the community, accommodating a wider mix of 
cultural, commercial and leisure uses.  This is reflected in changes to planning 
legislation that came into force on 01 September 2020, enabling commercial 
and retail properties to change into alternative uses without needing planning 
permission. 

 
13.2 As property becomes vacant or surplus to its current use, there are 

opportunities to reuse these buildings, or some of the floorspace within them 
in a way that will continue to support and grow activity in the town centre. 
Uses that continue to promote activity and footfall within the town centre and 
complement the retail core are particularly encouraged, for example leisure 
and the night time economy, community uses, health services, employment, 
and different styles of office space designed to attract start-up businesses, co-
working and entrepreneurship. Changes to planning legislation is increasing 
the flexibility in the way in which buildings can be used without planning 
permission, and it may be that commercial premises diversify to 
accommodate multiple uses, potentially at different times of day. The Council 
strongly supports the town centre first policy approach which seeks to 
prioritise town centre sites for town centre development projects and uses that 
encourage activity, vibrancy, equality and diversity throughout the day, in 
order to help protect the town centre from out of town competition. It is 
essential to maintain and enhance a varied commercial offer to ensure that 



Workington town centre remains relevant and attractive for residents, visitors 
and shoppers, and as a place of work, and retains its role as the primary 
destination in West Cumbria. 

 
Working in the town centre 

 
13.3 Vacant units have the potential to provide flexible workspace. This can range 

from more simple touch down and co-working space providing facilities aimed 
at start-up businesses or the self-employed, to more formal meeting and office 
space for larger employers. The Council are supportive of such uses, 
especially where they positively contribute to and complement the town centre 
offer. Conversion schemes will be expected to deliver a high quality design 
solution in line with Local Plan policies and the design principles set out in this 
SPD. Where re-use of retail units are proposed, the maintenance of some 
form of active frontage is encouraged and expected.  

 
13.4 The standard office market in Workington is limited, with little new stock 

available; the prospect of new build office accommodation without an anchor 
tenant is small, even for larger employers wanting new types of workspace. 
The key sites identified in Section 14 would be able to host new build office 
accommodation of different scales and types, but also offer the opportunity for 
the development of new flexible workspace provision. Such development 
would be welcomed within the town centre, increasing activity and footfall. 

  
13.5 The conversion of existing buildings into high quality flexible co-working space 

has also proved viable and sustainable elsewhere in the county, and such 
uses potentially benefits from the ongoing workplace changes, when it is safe 
to do so.  

 
13.6 Buildings that have been converted are varied, ranging from smaller historic 

structures to more conventional modern office space. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Images of ‘The Guild’ shared office space, Carlisle 

 

Image of ‘The MintWorks’ 
office space, meeting 
rooms and co-working 
space, Kendal. A South 
Lakeland District Council 
initiative 
 



Leisure in the town centre 
 

13.7 Workington benefits from a range of leisure facilities within the town centre, 
including two theatres, a bingo hall, gym, soft play and a range of pubs and 
cafes.  The new leisure centre, sports pitches and town museum are all close 
by. As the retail nature of the town centre changes, the role of the leisure 
sector in maintaining town centre vitality and viability will be increasingly 
important.  There is scope to diversify and increase the leisure offer within it, 
boosting town centre footfall at different times of day, and repurposing vacant 
floorspace.   
 

13.8 The food and drink sector represents a significant opportunity for development 
within the town centre7, with the potential to expand the night-time economy 
and support the town’s performance venues.  Alternative indoor leisure 
activities are also emerging in some town centres, such as indoor crazy golf, 
and the establishment of shopping centre climbing walls which may be 
attractive for families.   
 

13.9 The Council is supportive of the establishment of new leisure enterprises in 
vacant town centre premises, which might also help boost Workington’s visitor 
economy. Building on the town’s heritage and cultural and leisure assets, in 
combination with the recent provision of new visitor accommodation close to 
the town centre, there is the potential to further encourage and support the 
fledgling tourism trade in the town. 
 
Living in the town centre   

 
13.10 Encouraging people to live in the town centre can help to sustain and increase 

the use of town centre services and facilities, in particular expanding the 
evening economy including theatres, cinemas, leisure facilities, restaurants 
and cafes.  National policy recognises this contribution that residential uses 
can make to town centres, especially through the use of vacant upper floor 
units or higher density redevelopment schemes. In supporting residential use 
in the town centre, where appropriate, the Council is committed to ensure that 
any housing scheme is well designed and enhances the townscape character. 

 
13.11 It is also vital to ensure that an appropriate balance is maintained between the 

protection of town centre viability and the street scene, the promotion of the 
evening economy, and the amenity of any new and existing residential 
properties. The protection and maintenance of a commercial and retail core 
within the town centre is essential, providing a critical mass of goods, services 
and facilities, for shoppers, visitors, and the local community, and serving as a 
place of work and leisure. Workington already caters for a significant 
residential population within and adjoining the town centre, and further non-
residential development may be preferable and prioritised within the primary 
shopping area. 

 

 
7 Nexus Planning (2020) The West Cumbria Retail, Town Centres and Leisure Study Nexus Planning  
https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/planning-building-control/planning-policy/evidence-base-reports/  



13.12 Planning permission is not always needed for the conversion of buildings or 
parts of buildings into residential use8, 9, although there may be a requirement 
to submit an application for Prior Approval which only takes into account 
certain matters. One such matter is design, and the Council will seek to 
ensure that conversion schemes will provide safe, well-designed homes, 
whilst contributing to an attractive town centre. 

 
13.13 Where planning permission is required for conversion into residential use, 

planning policies provide the framework for considering such change of use 
applications and any proposed external alterations on a case by case basis.  
Opportunities exist for the conversion of long term vacant retail units into 
residential use, particularly on the peripheries of the town centre and primary 
shopping area.  The key considerations relate to character and amenity: 

 
 Character: the level of commercial activity (including concentration and 

clustering) and the general nature of an area; 
 Amenity: the quality of the living environment such as the level of activity 

both during the day and evening, noise, width of footway and residential 
privacy to determine whether ground floor living accommodation is 
appropriate.  It is important that the proximity and operation of existing 
performance venues, pubs, businesses and activities are protected and 
appropriately considered. These facilities should not have unreasonable 
restrictions placed upon them as a result of new residential development, 
and appropriate mitigation measures may need to be employed.10 

 
13.14 The design of such conversions will be crucial in preserving and enhancing 

the quality of the street scene and town centre environment. The Council has 
strong policies on design, and such conversions are expected to be of a high 
standard that relate well to existing development, contributing to locally 
distinctive and high quality places.  These policies are consistent with 
Government guidance, Paragraph 130 of the NPPF stating “Permission 
should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the 
opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and 
the way it functions, taking into account any local design standards or style 
guides in plans or supplementary planning documents”11 

 
13.15 In the Brow Top and Portland Square Conservation Areas where full planning 

permission is needed to convert retail premises into residential use, the 
Council is required to pay special attention to preserving or enhancing the 
character or appearance of these areas.  Any external alterations proposed 
will need to be sympathetic to the original building and be of a high standard 
of design. 

 
8 The Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015, as amended 
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/596/schedule/2  
The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, as amended 
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1987/764/contents/made  
9 The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, as amended 
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1987/764/contents/made  
10 NPPF paragraph 182 
11 National Planning Policy Framework(2019) Paragraph 130 Page 139 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/810197/NPPF_Feb_2019_re
vised.pdf  



Design 
 
13.16 Having established whether a residential use is appropriate in principle, the 

design or appearance of the scheme will be the key factor in determining its 
acceptability.  Shops on the town centre thoroughfares are by their very 
nature visible and prominent.  It is vital that the design of the conversion 
makes a positive contribution to the street scene. 

 
13.17 Where an original shop front retains most of its original features, the Council 

may encourage its retention, particularly where it makes an important 
contribution to the character of the area. This will be most important in the 
conservation areas.  In these instances, and in order to protect privacy, the 
lower section of the shop window could be covered by blinds, internal 
shutters, louvres or frosted/ etched glass. In some circumstance it may only 
be appropriate to retain the cornice, corbels and pilasters. See Figure 5 
(typical arrangement of traditional shopfront) and the image of a conversion of 
a shop into residential use.   

 
13.18 Where the shopfront is to be removed, materials will be expected to match 

those of the host building.  Where materials cannot be matched, it may be 
necessary to re-treat the whole building frontage, for example through 
rendering, where appropriate. 

 
13.19 In order to achieve a balanced façade, it is important to relate the ground floor 

features with those above, with the insertion of suitably proportioned windows 
at ground floor level that align with upper floor windows, replicating window 
heads and cills. 

 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Typical arrangement of Traditional Shopfront 

 



13.20 Corner shops in particular are prominent, and require careful consideration, but 
conversion offers the opportunity to enable natural surveillance to the street, 
incorporating windows on both ground floor elevations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13.21 The Council expects access to converted units to be provided at the front of 

the property rather than from the rear, to encourage street activity and provide 
further security for residents. Although private doorways are preferable for 
each unit, in the case of flats, a single shared external door with internal 
private doors to each flat might be necessary to ensure that the appearance 
of the building is maintained.  

 
13.22 Other issues requiring consideration at an early stage in the design process 

are the location of refuse and recycling storage, meter boxes and pipework 
which have the potential to adversely affect the visual appearance and 
amenity of the area; bins standing permanently on the street is not 
acceptable. Appendix 1 contains a checklist of considerations. 

 
13.23 The Council encourages sympathetic conversion. For example, improvement 

works were undertaken to properties on Station Road, many of which had 
originally been shops, and some of which had been previously converted.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Images: Successful Conversions of shops to dwellings 

Image: Improvement works to properties on Station Road  
 



14. Key Sites 
 

 
Figure 6: Key development sites in Workington town centre 

 
Town Centre Aspirations 

 
14.1 Figure 6 shows the key sites which have been identified for investment in the 

town centre. These include sites allocated for development within the ALPP2, 
and other vacant sites and premises which offer opportunities for 
redevelopment and repurposing that will contribute to achieving the Council’s 
Town Centre vision. The acceptability of alternative uses will be determined 
on a case by case basis, judged on their conformity with planning policy and 
their contribution to the vision. 

 
14.2 The Council has set out a number of design principles to be addressed as 

part of development proposals within the investment areas. 
 
14.3 More general design guidance is set out in the Allerdale Local Plan (Parts 1 

and 2), particularly Policies S4 and DM14, and elsewhere in this document. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Key Site 1 – Central Car Park  
 
The Site (allocated for development in the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) - 
Policy SA47)  

 
14.4 This development site represents a key opportunity to diversify and 

complement the existing town centre offer and respond to changing shopping, 
employment and leisure patterns. Located centrally, the site has the potential 
to enhance the role of the town centre and support its long-term vitality and 
viability.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14.5 This 0.89 hectare site lies within the defined Town Centre boundary, close to 

the primary shopping area, and is within Council ownership. Vehicular access 
is via Oxford Street/Jane Street and Central Square.  Wider transport 
infrastructure improvements may be required as determined by a Transport 
Assessment, but accessibility to the site on foot or by cycle is extremely high. 
Contributions may be required in accordance with the Council’s Developer 
Contributions Supplementary Planning Document. 

 
14.6 As the location of the former Workington Central Railway Station, a 

contaminated land survey and risk assessment will be needed to establish the 
degree and nature of any contamination present.  A Flood Risk Assessment is 
required; sustainable surface water drainage measures will need to be 
included in the design. 

 
Key Design Principles 

 
14.7 A full masterplan of the whole site is expected to accompany any planning 

application, as a safeguard against piecemeal development and to maximise 
the potential of the site 

 
14.8 Proposals are expected to help integrate the site with the town, enhancing the 

link to the town centre with improvements to the public realm encouraging 
movement between the site and the town Centre and Lower Derwent Valley. 

 

 



14.9 Route 72 of National Cycle Network runs through the site from north to south 
along the path of the former railway line.  New development must not only 
accommodate and maintain a pedestrian and cycle route through the site but 
is expected to enhance this route to encourage ‘active’ travel, with the 
provision of a high quality public realm scheme. 

 
14.10 High quality, safe, inclusive design is expected, to create a distinctive 

development that enhances the character and appearance of the area and 
contributes to the legibility of this part of the town centre. New development 
should contribute positively to the urban grain, increase legibility across and 
around the site and improve linkages to the wider area by reason of its form, 
layout and external appearance. 

 
14.11 Any new development will need to take into account the amenity of adjoining 

residential properties. In addition, there is an opportunity to enhance the 
area’s amenity for existing residents and this should be reflected in the master 
planning, public realm and detailed design scheme. 

 
14.12 Redevelopment offers the opportunity to significantly boost green 

infrastructure and Biodiversity in the locality as part of a comprehensive 
landscaping scheme, linking with the existing line of trees along Central Way, 
and providing a visually attractive walking route. 
 
Key Site 2 – The Royal British Legion 
 
The Site (allocated for development in the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) - 
Policy SA48) 

 
14.13 The Royal British Legion Club occupies a prominent and visible location at a 

key junction within the town. This 0.2 ha site is suitable for a variety of town 
centre uses. The site offers the opportunity to create a bespoke high quality 
development in the heart of the town that enhances this sensitive location 
adjacent to Grade 2* St John’s and to create a fitting gateway development 
for the town centre.  Although there is vehicular access to the site via St 
Johns Court, it is expected that any development would be served by existing 
town centre public parking. The site is in the ownership of the British Legion, 
who has put if forward for development purposes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Design Principles 
 
14.14 Bespoke high quality design is expected to preserve and enhance views of, 

and the setting of St John’s Church, and the Portland Square Conservation 
Area opposite; the building line on Washington Street will be very important.  
Protected trees abut the site boundary, and consideration will need to be 
given to their protection, and any boundary treatments will be expected to 
enhance this sensitive location. 

 
14.15 Historic England will be formally consulted on any proposals for this site 

because of its potential impact on the setting of Grade 2* St John’s.  Early 
pre-application discussions with Historic England are strongly encouraged, 
and their publication ‘The Setting of Heritage Assets’ is recommended12. 

 
Key Site 3 – The Opera House, Ladies Walk, Tiffin Lane, Former Fusion 
nightclub site and annexe 

 
The Site 

 
14.16 These sites lie in close proximity and represent potential locations for new 

development; they are not allocated sites within the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 
2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14.17 The Opera House is vacant, and in a derelict and dangerous condition in need 

of demolition.  It occupies a central location within the primary shopping area, 
between the bingo hall/Wilkos and the listed former brewery, which is now 
flats, and a parade of shops on Pow Street.  Two public pedestrian 
thoroughfares, Tiffin Lane and Ladies Walk run alongside the building to the 
north and west, and Udale Street lies to the east; there are public car parking 
facilities nearby. The site does not currently benefit from vehicular access.  

 
12 Historic England (2017) The Setting of Heritage Assets. Historic Environment Good Paractive 
Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition) https://historicengland.org.uk/images-
books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritage-assets/  

 



The Council is currently in the process of acquiring this site using accelerated 
grant funding provided by the Towns Fund for capital projects.  

 
14.18 The existing building is of a significant scale, of little external architectural 

merit. The site is of less than 0.1 hectare but is capable of accommodating a 
replacement building of a similar size of enhanced design that is able to host 
a variety of different town centre uses, or a mix of uses. The Council is keen 
to improve the attractiveness and natural surveillance of the thoroughfares 
and immediate locality. Redevelopment is seen as a key opportunity to make 
significant improvements to Tiffin Lane, Ladies Walk, and Udale Street, and 
increase activity in this part of the town.   

 
14.19 Allied to the Opera House and Ladies Walk, is the potential for the 

redevelopment of the building adjacent to Ladies Walk Brewery flats, and the 
site of the former fusion night club that was recently demolished following fire 
damage. These sites lie within the defined town centre boundary (but outside 
the primary shopping area), are within single ownership, and are available for 
sale together or independently. Vehicular access to these two sites is off the 
A596 from Hall Brow via the lane in front of the police station, and there is 
some private parking available in addition to public car parking nearby. It is 
expected that the building next to the Brewery, being of historic interest would 
be converted, possibly into residential units. The footprint of the former night 
club lies within Flood Zone 2, but because of the difference in the adjoining 
land levels, pedestrian access to the building had been via Ladies Walk. 
There is the potential to use the ground floor level of any proposed new 
building as Undercroft car parking, but a detailed flood risk assessment would 
be required to accompany any planning application, and pre-application 
discussions with the Local Planning Authority and highway authority are 
strongly recommended. Given their location outside the primary shopping 
area, a sequential test in respect of main town centre uses will also be 
required for the development of these buildings. 

 
14.20 There is the potential for comprehensive redevelopment to regenerate this 

area to create an attractive, pedestrian-friendly gateway into the town centre. 
 
14.21 Given the location of these sites adjacent to and within Brow Top 

Conservation Area, and adjoining the listed Ladies Walk former Brewery, any 
new development proposals will need to pay careful consideration to the 
setting of these heritage assets.  Guidance within Historic England’s 
publication ‘The Setting of Heritage Assets’ is recommended.13 

 
Design Principles 

 
14.22 The Opera House: high quality, safe, inclusive design is expected, to create 

an attractive, distinctive development that enhances this part of the town, 

 
13 Historic England (2017) The Setting of Heritage Assets. Historic Environment Good Paractive 
Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition) https://historicengland.org.uk/images-
books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritage-assets/  
 



taking into account the close proximity of the listed Ladies Walk brewery 
residences, and Brow Top Conservation Area.  Given the sensitivity of this 
location the roofscape will be particularly important, seen as a backdrop to the 
Brewery from a number of locations; a development higher than the existing 
structure is unlikely to be acceptable. 

 
14.23 It is expected that the new development will deliver a significant improvement 

to the pedestrian experience along Tiffin Lane and Ladies Walk, providing 
additional surveillance, and public realm improvements; it is crucial that active 
frontages are incorporated at ground floor level.  Any new development will 
also need to take into account the amenity of adjoining residential properties.  

 
14.24 Should demolition be undertaken prior to a comprehensive redevelopment 

programme being secured, the site will be expected to be finished to a 
suitably high standard to ensure that it does not detract from the visual 
appearance of the immediate locality, or of the adjoining listed building and 
conservation area.  The security and amenity of adjoining premises and 
residential properties must also be safeguarded.  The site may be suitable to 
host temporary town centre uses as an interim measure, taking into account 
the constraints identified above, but it is still expected to incorporate suitable 
landscaping and public realm works.    

 
14.25 Former Fusion Nightclub & Building Adjacent Brewery Flats: development will 

need to be sensitive to the close proximity of heritage assets, with particular 
regard to the roofscape.  The building closest to the brewery is potentially 
capable of conversion, but the changing levels present opportunities for high 
quality bespoke contemporary design for any new building on the site of the 
former fusion night club.  Development is expected to enhance the entrance 
to this part of the town and the footway along Ladies Walk, with increased 
natural surveillance, active frontages, and improved public realm. 

 
14.26 Key considerations include the provision of active frontages along Ladies 

Walk, and the amenity of the Brewery residents. The adjoining building might 
be most suitably converted into residential, Live/Work units, clinical purposes 
or office/studio space, whilst the site of the former fusion night club might be 
appropriate for a wider range of uses. Being closer to the heart of the town 
centre, the Opera House might offer opportunities for alternative forms of 
development. 

  



Glossary 

Accessibility The ability of people to move around an area and reach places 
and facilities, including elderly and disabled people, those with 
young 
children and those encumbered with luggage or shopping. 

Active Frontage Active frontages add interest, life and vitality to the public realm: 
building frontages contain frequent windows and entrances with 
few blank walls. Building façades tend to be articulated, and may 
include porches, providing a welcoming feeling.  Lively internal 
uses are visible from the outside, or spill out onto the street e.g.  
pavement cafés. 

Active Travel (or active transportation or mobility) means walking or cycling as 
an alternative to motorised transport (notably cars, 
motorbikes/mopeds etc.) for the purpose of making every day 
journeys. 

Amenity A positive element or elements that contribute to the overall 
character or enjoyment of an area, for example, open land, trees, 
historic buildings and how they relate to each other, or less 
tangible factors such as tranquillity. 

Character The appearance of any rural or urban location in terms of its 
buildings, landscape and the layout of streets and open spaces, 
often giving places their own distinct identity. 

Conservation Area Conservation areas are designated parts of the built environment 
of special architectural or historic interest, the character or 
appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance.  It 
includes buildings, structures and the streets and spaces 
between them. Such areas are designated by the Local Planning 
Authority under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 
Areas) Act 1990. The Local Planning Authority has additional 
powers over the demolition of buildings and the removal of trees 
within such areas, and certain permitted development rights are 
reduced or removed. 

Conservation Area 
Appraisal 

A published document defining the special architectural or 
historic interest that warranted the area being designated as a 
Conservation Area. 

Convenience 
Shopping 

The provision of everyday essential items such as food 

Comparison 
Shopping 

Retail items that tend not to be bought on such a frequent basis, 
for example televisions, white goods and clothing. 

Frontage/Front The part of a building that faces public areas and typically 
includes the main entrance. Architecturally it is normally the most 
interesting part of a building. 

Footfall/Pedestrian 
Flow 

The numbers and movements of people that provide an indicator 
of the commercial health of a shopping centre, whilst also 
informing potential businesses of the likely level of passing trade 

Gateways Elements such as bridges, buildings, spaces, junctions or 
landmarks that announce arrival to the town, or one of its 
quarters.  

Green 
Infrastructure 

Green infrastructure is the network of multi-functional green and 
blue space, found within and between settlements which 
supports natural and ecological processes, and is integral to the 



health and quality of life of sustainable communities. It ranges 
from countryside to urban parks and play areas and open space, 
and includes street trees, hedges and streams, providing a range 
of functions, such as contributing to biodiversity, alleviating flood 
risk and providing recreation. 

Heritage Asset A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as 
having a degree of significance meriting consideration in planning 
decisions, because of its heritage interest. Heritage asset 
includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the 
local planning authority (including local listing). 

Landmark A building or structure that stands out from its background by 
virtue of height, size or some other aspect of design. 

Legibility The ease with which a place can be understood and navigated. 
Highly legible places have obvious routes and are easy to pass 
through; it is easy to find your way around.  A legible area is 
usually one with a strong sense of local identity. 

Listed Building A building or structure identified as being of special architectural 
or historic interest, of local, national or global significance, and 
which is protected by law from unauthorised alteration or 
destruction. 

Local 
Distinctiveness 

Local distinctiveness is the physical, environmental, economic or 
social factors that characterise an area (and most likely a 
combination of all four), as well has how an area interacts with 
others. 

Main Town Centre 
Users 

Retail development (including warehouse clubs and factory outlet 
centres); leisure, entertainment facilities and the more intensive 
sport and recreation uses (including cinemas, restaurants, drive-
through restaurants, bars and pubs, night-clubs, casinos, health 
and fitness centres, indoor bowling centres, and bingo halls); 
offices; and arts, culture and tourism development (including 
theatres, museums, galleries and concert halls, hotels and 
conference facilities).  Also includes medical centres and clinics. 

Mixed Use Provision of a mix of complementary land uses, such as 
residential, community and leisure uses, on a site or within a 
particular area. A mix of uses within a building, on a site or within 
a particular area. 
‘Horizontal’ mixed uses are side by side, usually in different 
buildings. ‘Vertical’ mixed uses are on different floors of the same 
building. 

Out-of-Centre In retailing terms, an out of centre location is land not within the 
identified town centre boundary or primary shopping area, but not 
necessarily outside the urban area. 

Permeability The number of connected routes to and through a place. The 
higher the permeability, the bigger the choice of routes and the 
easier it is to walk.  

Primary Shopping 
Area 

Defined area where retail development is concentrated (generally 
comprising the primary and those secondary frontages which are 
adjoining and closely related to the primary shopping frontage). 

Primary and 
Secondary 
Frontages 

Primary frontages are likely to include a high proportion of retail 
uses. Secondary frontages provide greater opportunities for a 
diversity of uses. 



Prior Approval Prior approval means that a developer has to seek approval from 
the local planning authority that specified elements of the 
development are acceptable before work can proceed. A local 
planning authority cannot consider any other matters when 
determining a prior approval application. 

Public Realm Those parts of a village, town or city (whether publicly or privately 
owned) available for everyone to use for free. This includes 
streets, squares and parks. Also includes internal semi-public 
areas such as shopping centres to which the public normally has 
free access. 

Residential 
Amenity 

The benefits enjoyed from within a residential property that the 
planning system seeks to safeguard.  This includes no 
unacceptable impact from noise, vibration, disturbance, air 
pollution, loss of privacy, outlook (but not particular views), and 
overshadowing. 

Secondary 
shopping frontage 

A retailing area, secondary to the primary shopping frontage that 
provides greater opportunities for a diversity of uses. 

Setting of a 
heritage asset 

The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its 
extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and its 
surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive 
or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may 
affect the ability to appreciate that significance, or may be neutral 
in effect. 

Supplementary 
Planning 
Documents 

Supplementary Planning Documents add further detail and 
supplementary guidance to the policies in the Local Plan. They 
can be used to provide further guidance for development on 
specific sites, or on particular issues.  They do not form part of 
the development plan and are not subject to independent 
examination. 

Town Centre Defined area, including the primary shopping centre area and 
areas of predominantly leisure, business and other main town 
centre uses within or adjacent to the primary shopping area. The 
extent of the town centre is defined on the Local Plan Policies 
map. 

Townscape The general appearance of a built up area, for example a street 
or town.  The way in which the elements of the built environment 
combine to create a certain appearance. 

Urban Design Relates to the design of buildings, groups of buildings, uses, 
spaces and landscapes, in villages, towns and cities and the way 
they combine to create successful places.  It includes the way 
places work and are used and matters such as community safety 
as well as how they look. It concerns connections between 
people, place, movement and urban form, nature and the built 
environment. 

Use Class Order The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as 
amended) puts uses of land and buildings into various categories 
known as ‘Use Classes’.  Planning permission is not needed for 
changes of use within the same use class. 

Vernacular The way in which ordinary buildings were built in a particular 
place, making use of local styles, techniques and materials and 
responding to local economic and social conditions. 



Viability In terms of retailing, a centre that is capable of commercial 
success and continuing effectiveness. 

View What is visible from a particular point?  A Terminated view or 
vista is a building or monument that stands at the end or in the 
middle of a road – a view that focuses on a consciously chosen 
building or feature 

Vitality In terms of retailing, the capacity of a centre to grow or develop 
its likeliness and level of activity. Its retail health 

 
 
 
 



Appendix 1 – Checklist of Basic Conversion Principles  

 
  
1 Retain as much of an original, traditional shopfront where possible, with 

particular emphasis on cornices, corbels and pilasters.  
 

2 Ground floor windows and doors should normally be aligned with upper 
windows, using centre lines and window edges.  

 

3 The shape and style of upper floor windows should be followed. This will 
include window heads which can be used above windows and doors. 
Window heads are particularly important as they are often dominant features 
of the façade.  

 

4 Window reveals (how deep the window is sunken into the façade) should be 
the same at ground floor as they are at upper floors.  

 

5 The door should be recessed at least as much as the window reveals.   
6 Ground floor materials (such as brickwork) should be ‘matched’ to upper 

floors. Many brick suppliers provide a ‘matching’ service that can help with 
this. The builder should also be instructed to follow the brick arrangement 
(usually referred to as bonding pattern) and mortaring style of upper floors. 
Rendering may be considered favourably where typical and prevalent. 

 

7 Limit the number of doors on the front elevation, a single door is usually the 
ideal.  

 

8 Refuse and recycling storage should be integral to the design. Where there 
is a forecourt, this may be converted to a front garden and designed to 
accommodate bins. Where this is not possible, internal storage may be 
necessary.  

 

9 Paraphernalia such as meter boxes, gases pipes, satellite dishes etc. should 
be considered at an early stage, to avoid a proliferation of such details that 
combine to erode the appearance of the font elevation. 

 

 


